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FIBER OPTIC, FARADAY ROTATION CURRENT SENSOR

Lynn Veeser

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

Gordon Day

National Bureau of Standards, Bovlder, CO

INTRODUCTION

At t%e Second Megagauss Conference in 1979, there were reports of
experiments that used the Faraday magneto-optic effect it)a glass rod to
,neasure large electric current pulses 01’ magnetic fie!ds.l~z Since then
we have seen the development of single-mode optical fibers that can carry
polarized light in a closed loop around a current load. A fiber optic
Faraday rotation sensor will integrate the flux, instead of sampling it at
a discrete point, to get a measurement Independent of the current
distribution.

Early F&raday rotation experiments using optical fibers to measure
current> dealt with problems such as fiber bi e ringence and difficulties
in launching light into the tiny fiber cores.!-F We have built on those
experiments, working to reduce the effects of shocks and obtaining higher
bandwidths, absolute calibration, and computerized recording and data
analysis, to develop the Faraday rotation sensors Into a routine currt?nt
diagnostic. For large current pulses we find reduced sensitivity to
electromagnetic interference and other backgrounds than for Rogowski
loops; often the f,ber optfc sensors are useful where conductive probes
CdI’IIIOt be used at all.

In this paper we describe tt,e fiber opti: sensors and some practical
matters involved {n fielding them.

SENSOR DESCRIPTION

Fig(!re 1 shows a schematic of a typical sensor. Polarized 633-nm-
wavelenglh light.from a H@Ne Iase! ii focused into a single-mode fiber
which encircles a current load some distance away and returns to the
optics table in a shielded room. Liqht emerging from the fiber, with its
polarization direction rotatei by the current, Is anelyzed by a pair cf
Wollaston prisms separated by a parlially reflecting mir?t)r and rotate(iby
45° with respec’ to Path other. A half wave ret~rdation plate after the
laser ailows us to align thr polarization in the fiber to minimize thr
effects of the fiber bireftinqence, and a similar plate after the fiber



rotates the polarization so that for zero current it is along the axis of
one prism analyzer to simplify the data analysis. Detectors behind the ‘-–
prisms masure one or both of the polarization components.

.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the polarimetric Faraday rotation sensor used at
Los Alamos.

Instead of the HeNe laser, we sometimes use a GaAIAs diode laser with
a fiber connected to it. This arrartgementpermits us to fuse the laser
directly to the optical f!ber. When we use, in addition, an in-line fiber
optic polarization analyzer, we have an all-fiber-optic system suitable
for remote operation. Polarization control can be obtained using an ‘n-line
retardation system that twists the fiber to than e its birefrlngence.

!
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Since the diode lasers operate between 810 and 8 0 nm, they have less
sensitivity, an (dvantagp only for very large, fast pulses where the
recording bandwidth is marginal.

Another arrangement that we hiivo,sed successfully is the Sagnac
interferometer, more commonly used li a fiber optic gyroscope to mea~lre
rotation r tes, Here a coupler spi’ts the l?ser light so that half goes
in e~ch direction around the load. Index-oY-refraction chauqes caused by
the Faraday effect produce an interference fringe shift when the light Is
recombined in the fib~r optic coupler. Eiecalseno polarization controllers
or analyzers are needed, the interferometer ,s easily made into an all
f{ber-optic system; wn have found it possibie to field a Sagnac
Interferometer for < $8(30 in eqtiipmentcost; (exclusive of the detector).

The detectors that recorded most of our data are ampllfied
photodiodes. B n(iwidthsof 100 tu 400 MHz (depending on the housing used)
and gains of IOI are obtained using a 103-gain translmpedance current
ampl{fier followed by a 10X voltage ampllfier.g

He record tho signals using a dual-beam, 20(1-M-s,lmpl~/sprogrammable
(iIqitlzeroperated by an on-line computer. lf we need f,lfterresponse
than th~ 5 ns sampllnq tlm~ can provl(ie, we record In parallel on f{lm,
Ihe cotnputcr stoles the dat~ on a disk for later analysls.

PRINCIPLES OF SI.NSOROPERAIION

The raraday eff~ct $ppears PS a c,lrcularbircfrlnqence In the mt~dlum
of the llght propagation. That is, there Is a difference between the



indices of refraction for beams of opposite circular polarizatior~ traveling
in thegl~ss fiber in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field. This
circular birefringence has !.heeffect of rotating linearly polarized light
by half the phase difference seen by circularly polarized beams.

The Farad:*y rotation angle @can be found from

L

s
O= V’ i“d; ,

0

where V’ is the Verdet constant for the material,
strength, and L is the path length in the field.
for closed circuits,

~ is the magnetic field
Remembering Ampere’s law

. ..—-

where 1 is the current crossing the surface bounded by the line integral,
we see that 8 “ V’POIN for a closed light path surrounding the current N
times, independent of the Pdth size and shape or the pOSitiOn of the
current flow within it. We wili refer to the qua tity V = V’p as the
Verdet constant, 2 1“In pure silica it is 4.62 x 10- rad/A or 26 /MA for
633-rxn-wavelength light, and it decreases with the square of the wave-
length, Clearly, the Faraday effect is small enough that its mtst
straightforward applications in pulsed current measurements are to large
currents, although it is possible to increase the sensitivity, witi] some
loss of bandwidth, by increasing the nunher of times the light cfrcles
around the current path, by changfng the pmpagatton matertal or the wave-
length to increase the Verdet constant , or by measuring very small rotat!on
angles.

The transmission of the light through the polarization analyzer depends
on the relative orientations of the polarization and the analyzer. Two
usual arrangements are to align the ana?yzer parallel to the direction of
polarization for zero current or at 45°. In the first case, the
transmission is proportional tn (1 + COS20), and in the second case it
varies as (1 i sin20). These two signals are shown as a function of current
in rig. 2. For small currents, the 45° alignment is more sensitive, but
it can be difficult to achieve the exact orientation needed, When the
current pulse is large enough to make the signal multi-valued (0> fi/4),
it can be difficult to determinv the current from just one measured wJvc-
form unless more is known about the general shape. For large pUISeS it is
often best,to split the beam as shown in Fig, 1 and use two analyzers
rotated by 45° witilrespect to each other. The resulting signals will be
quadrature coded, i.e., 90” wt of phase.

AS with all other polarimetric fiber optic sensors, the perform,lnce of
the Faraday rotation sensor depends on the polarization state of the light
as it enters the sensor and as it evolves during the measurement. For an
understanding of the sensor, it is especially important to understand the
role played by birefrinqen~e in the fiser. Linear birefringence is a
d{ff~rt?nce in the phfise velocities of twu orthogonally, linearly polarized
beams having identical frequencies; circular birefringence is a simi)ar
difference for two beams of opposite circular polarization, Mhf?rboth
effects are present, they combine in a complex manner that t~nds to favor



the larger one.lo Thus the Faraday effect (a circular birefringence
change) can be almost completely obliterated by the presence of a large
amount of linear birefringence, and smaller amounts can make the rotation
angle a non-linear function of the magnetic field strength.
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Fig 2. Computed transfer functions for the sensor shown in Fig. 1 at a
wtivelength of 633 nrn. a) Signal for polarizers aligned for
mavjmum transmittance at zero cur~ent, b) Signal for analyzer
rotated by 45° to give a transmittance of 0.5 at zero cur-ent.

Linear birefringence can arise from irlherentgeometrical imperfections
or str,js, or it may be induced by applied stress. It is possible to
remove nearly all of the internal birefrinljence during man facturing, for
cxamplf. by spinning the preform while dra~ing the fiber.lY Bending stress
remains J problem, ho For silica fiber at a wavelength of 633 nm,

~~~~~”for the bend b,refringencep haseshift per unit
~~nj:~e~jmj~t~’~~~j~? , where r is the fiber radius, R is the bend radius and
K = (7.~ilf ().05)x 107 deg/m. The bend birefringence varies approximately
inversel: with wavelength, Its ffect i]rthe transfer function of a sensor
can be ef)mined quantitatively,l $ Calculated results for two cases are
shown in ,’ig. 3a.

In aly Ilncarly and/or circularly birefringent medium there is a pa!r
of orthogoflal linear input pa rization states for which the output
polarizati(lr state is linear. [! For a tiber in which bend-induced
hirefr{ngellc, is dominant, these dxes ale in and perpendicular to the
plant? .ofth~~bend. Light that enters tilefiber linearly polarized along
one o: thes~~axes remains linearly polarized. Consequently, this is the
input condit [co ‘hat minimizes the effect of llnear birefrincjence on the
raraday effect.

A good tech ique for overcoming induced linear birefringenc~ is to
tw{st the fih.ar.Y [wisting, like the farad~y effect, induces a rotation
or circular blrefrinqcnce in the fiber, The magnitude of the rotation is
given by,fl * Q’(. wh~r-efl is the polarization rotation (half the circular
birefinq~nce), [ is the w t, andg

ii?
‘ is a material parameter which at a

Waveleilgth of 613 nm lsl * dbOUt 0.~17, The twist-induced rotation may be
afidedalgebraic~liy to the magnetically-induced rotation. The effect on
the transfer fullctlon is illustrated in Fig, 3b which shows that the benefit
of twistinq is, in essence, to bias the sensor away from the distorted part
of the transfer ‘-unctlort.The extent to which the transfer function can
ho shifted depen(s on the relative magnitudes of the linear birefrlngence
and twist-induced rotation pcr turn and on the fiber strength. For a



given twist per unit length, the twist per turn increases ltnearly with
coil diameter and bend-induced blrefrlngence per turn varies Inversely with
the coil diameter; therefore, twisting becomes much more effective with
larger coil diameters (Fig. 3b). For small coils it may not be possible
to twist enough to measure dual polarity waveforms, but for monopolar
electric pulses, less bias is reauired. Me have been able to measure
current pulses as
30~s pulse usirq
15 twistsfm.

smallas 2A with a 10:1 signal-to-noise ratio for a
a 100-turn, 10-cm-diam coil with the fiber twisted

Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

CURRENT (MA)

Computed transfer functions of fiber current sensors showing {a)
the efferl.of bend-induced linear birefrinq~nce in a 125 pm-dlam
fiber operating at 633 nm wavelength, and lb) the effects of
twlstlng the fiber. Upper curves are for a one-turn. 3-cm-dlam
fiber coil, lower curves are for a lo-turn, ltl-cm-diamcoil, and
datted curves assume no linear birefringence.

EXPERIMENT

Many of our senscr experiments have been fielded on capacitor bank
shots for which the current pulse is a damped sine wave with a rtsetime
(quarter cycle) of a few microseconds and a peak current of 1 to 5 MA. An
example of raw data and a measured current pulse are shown In Fig. 4.
Note the oscillations {n the waveform near O and 12 PS; they are smaller
than the others because there was linear bireflingence {n the fiber and
the polarization wa: not exactly aligned with {t. When we have recorded
data for longer times, we have seen the ndd-shaped oscillations repeat
every time the current reaches the value that produced it the first time,
here slightiy ~ 0. On this shot the fib’r was struck IY a shock at 14 PS,
and the resulting blrefrirrgence destroyed the s~bsequf?ltdata. These data
~ere taken us{ng a double fiber lUOp of about 12 cm di ueter, giving a
F&,aday rotation of 5280/MA; bending birefr’?gence was estimated to be
70°, and the occurrence of th! odd-shaped oscillations at.a positive
current rather than a~ zero in~icates that some twist was I{kt?lypresent
as well.
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Fig. 4. Siqnal waveform (up~er) and measured current
(l~wer) for a 3 MA”capacitor bank experiment.
A 2-turn coil encircled the bank load. At
14 ps a shock wave struck the fiber and
obliterated the subsequent data.

~peni~~m~~f[~~~af$tf~bankshots were used to develop hig~-curren~;’ we used the fiber optic sensors to meacure the
switched current because of their t to fit easily i~to tt?etight
geometry. In t,he~oaxi~l systemsfl~i~~eyf ibers were looped with a diameter
of 3 cm. We found it necessary to protect the fiber from shocks that
struck it during the current flow, but even with protected fibers w’:some-
times ~xperienced shock birefringence problems. Although we were able to
get the needed data, we avo{d such small fiber bends whenever possible.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between fiber optic senosrs and carefully
calibrated Rogowski loops for a two-stage, high-explosive-driven flux
cclmpression generator seeded by a bank. Tne output of the first stage was
d’lagnosedwith a HeNe laser system and the second stage was measured with
a diode laser system, A= 808 nm, for reduced sensitivity. The results
are in agreement except that the second-stage fiber measured 3% more
current than the Rogowski loop, apparently because the loop f~iled at h!gh
,;ui’rent. In general, the fibers and Rogowski loops agree to within f3%
on such shots; this is within their relative accuracies.

The largest uncertainty In calibrating the fiber optic e ors is the
measurement of the Verdet constant, For bulk silfcaglass,2~-p~V =2640/MA
4 2% at A = 632.8 n“,,and it decreases as the square of the wavelength.
~or silica doped with 3% Ge02, typical of the fiuer we used, we estimate
that V increases hy about 4% by assumin that Vm A dn/dA and usi:,q the
dispersion, values measured by Flerwn{ng.$3 For adcped-cl adding fiber,
estimating the chanqe in V {s difficult because the amount of light
carried in the cladding varies from one ffber to another. For a fiber
with a B20 -doped cladding (Flemming does not give dispersions for fl~oro-

isilicate g ssses) with 20% of thr?light in the cladding, we estimate a
change in V of < 1%.

. .
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the fiber optic sensor (points) with a calibrated
Rogowski loop (curves) for a 50 MA high-explosive-driven generator
shot . The left graph shows the current measured at the output
of the first stage of the flux comp~’ession generator, and the
right one gives the current in the ‘loadafter the second stage.
“ihesecond Rogowski probe appears LO have failed shortly before
peak current, and consequently wc do not have a comparison of the
peak v.sluesmeasured.

To check our estimates of V for real fibers, we assembled the equfp-
ment necessary to measure it to high accuracy. For pure-silica-core
fibers, the Verdet constant agreed with that of bulk glass to within
?.!.5%, while for doped-core fibers it uaried fromO to 3% higher.

We have begun to examine the Sagnac interferometer as a current sensor
because, as an all-fiber device, it is especially adaptable to remote
operation. Its response iS the same as for a polarimetric Faraday rotation
sensor with the polarization analyzers aligned, i.e., curve a of Fig. :,
but polarization control is not required because the sensor ~s an
interferometer. We have collected Saqnac data from several experiments to
prove the feasibility of the system and we ~re continuing to work to find
a method to provide quadrature opwation at high bandwidth to obtain
linear sensitivity for small currents (curve&of Fig. 2).
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